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In this case, p depends only on he. Therefore,

comparing he of each surface, we get(D) as theanswer.

t =MY, so as y increases, I decreases

The pressure on the bottom of each cup is constant(same depth
below the surface). Since pressure is equal, Fis also equal.

Fexerted by equal volumes ofliquid depends on itsdensity.
Since Iwater foilfair, Fwater > Foil Fair



Pm +g,g(c+b-a) =PA
PA +g,ga -32gb -g,gc =Pp

119(a- c) -29b
=1/9(c +b -a)

-(a -c) +fb =c +b - a

92b =g,b

Since
Jeff, thus b=

Pr +g,g(c - a) =PA
Since PAS PR

PA - PB >8

c - a)0

c)a



2 (a) BernoulliEg. between (1) and (4)

0 +1+0 =0 +0 +2h where vs =Up (continuityeg.)
Vzz

24 =
2g

Bernoulli's eg. between (1) and (3)

13 +V3h = 0

·3 = - 2h- h =- 3h

Bernoulli's eg. between (D) and (2) Continuityeg. between (2) and (3)

o +0 +h =1 +v +0 where E =divc=D"Vs
h = - 3n +v v

=Vs

4h =ig(t)"vs

4X=2X(*)
+

()
4
=2

* =1.189/

2(k)0 +0 +h =0 +2+0
==h
v,2 =2gh

00 +2h =0 + +0
v=2h
v =4gh

For tank toremain stationary, F =0

F =[g0V2-yaV] - 0 =0

SQV =$0,N,

Edi vi
"
=(divi

d2= (49h) =d.(2h)

(d)=2

d =1.44/

3 (a) (i) Um =

Up (same fluid)
VmLm

=vp(p
Ym xp

rn-tP(provingfees

himn-orinnov
(iii)For the model to satisfy boththe Reynolds number and Freude number's similarity, we use the viscosity

scale obtained from Frude's number in the fluid kinematic viscosityscale from Reynolds number's similarity
vm

=Vm(m
ro Vp(p

rm =((n)"



3(b) n =Gm =3

n - m =3

T=ewg(vb pa

M0L0T0 = [M(T
-2][M233[27-yb[2]"

0=1 +a 0 =-2 -b0=11 - 3a+b
+2

a =-1 b = -2 2 =0

tw
i. T1, =

pV2

.. Tk =IVD
..Ty=

: =7.(d,z
/
(sHowN>

n =wz
x=zu.
i
=Ux => V and U has the same dimensions

Therefore, Ican be written down as IND

.x=f2(Su*D, E)/(SHOWN)

3(c)(i)5 =8x10
-5
=0.0000

Re =2.5x0. =250000

From M.D.f=0.02

Ph =v2 +50 +4+h

Ih =409,0, +50 +1004)(60( + 0.04 ()

Ph =1.36 MPO/

(ii)

Eg* Inf
mIHL
x

I
j

z

W V⑨

4 (a) 1. Re<2100, in laminar flow regime, of depends on Re only

2. 2100 Re <4000, in transition range, f is uncertain

3. Re> 4000, but not in wholly turbulentflow regime, of depends on Re and %
4. Re very large, in wholly turbulentflow regime, I depends on i only



4(b)a= 1d2v Re =vd =40.d =der
v =402

13.22 =f(1000)(0x.
e

13.22:20.657%:

Assume f1 =0.02

d5 =20.657x0.02
13.22

d =0.5 m

5 =0.001/m

4x0.5
Re =πX0.5X(5

-6
=1.27 x106

From M. D. f2 =0.0195

d5 =20.657X0.0195
13.22

d =0.497

E =0.0011

Re =1.28 x15
- 6

From MD. fz = 0.0195:f2

..d =

0.497m//

4 (c) (i)02+ 03 +0p =

0.8 m"/s > a +v20z +vQ2 =0.8
Q2 =0.256 m"/s//

182 =452 =hf4 03 =0.181m"/s/
keOz= k30, =KyOu2 Oy =0.363 m/s/
30002 = 60003 = 150042
03 =2022 04=20z2

O3 =E02 Ou =v202

(ii) Gnew =0.8 m/ a=dev

nfc =510
30010.256) =(0.02) (000lloce

d5 = 0.0428

d =0.532m
/


